FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
AHMC AND MIS SOLUTIONS, INC. ANNOUNCE THEIR INTENDED PARTNERSHIP
TO DEVELOP A NEW MINIMALLY INVASIVE SURGICAL CENTER IN JORDAN
WASHINGTON, D.C. – March 19, 2014 - American Hospital Management Company (AHMC) and
MIS Solutions Inc., announce the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding that is the seed
to formalize a partnership to establish a new surgical center in the Hashemite Kingdom of
Jordan. AHMC’s Chief Executive Office, Randall Arlett, and MIS’s Managing Director,
Mohammed Turk, signed the MOU with the shared vision of establishing a mutually beneficial,
long term relationship in the development and operations of the center. The private surgical
center will be located in the Aqaba Special Economic Zone (ASEZ) and specialize in the field of
minimally invasive surgery.
In accordance with the MOU, AHMC will continue assisting MIS with the development and
operations of the new surgical center. Highlights of the development and operations includes
strategic planning, implementation of financial management model, assigning AHMC executives
to manage day-to-day operations, and implementing Joint Commission International (JCI)
standards.
“The MOU between AHMC and MIS is a significant development as it clearly demonstrates
AHMC's continued efforts in working with local partners to bring high quality, leading medical
care to emerging markets,” stated Randall Arlett, AHMC’s Chief Executive officer. “The MIS
Center will be a positive impact in healthcare in the region by bringing innovative minimally
invasive surgical procedures not readily available in the region.”
“We, at MIS Solutions Inc., were focused on availing a world class Hospital Operator for the
First multi-specialty Minimally Invasive Surgical Center and Resort in the Middle East Region.
AHMC, came across as the right partner to be associated with. We have been working with
AHMC for the past two years and they have been very transparent, forthcoming, creative and
knowledgeable. We are very happy with our partnership. We expect to move into a final
definitive agreement with AHMC in the near future as we conclude our investment road show,”
said Mohammed S. Turk, Managing Director, MIS Solutions Inc.

NOTES TO EDITORS
American Hospital Management Company (AHMC), is a Washington, D.C., U.S.A. based
diversified international healthcare system whose focus is on the administration, management,
and development of world class hospitals and healthcare systems. Founded in 1998, AHMC has
grown into the leading international hospital management and administration outsourcing
company. AHMC provides integrated management services and total solutions tailored to the
unique needs of hospitals and healthcare systems around the world. AHMC network includes
currently manages medical facilities and projects under development in various countries
around the world including: Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Egypt, Libya, Ghana, Nigeria, Republic of
Georgia, Antigua & Barbuda, Ecuador, Peru, Panama and Honduras.

MIS Solutions Inc. is the concept developer and the Executive Manager of the Center in Aqaba
– Jordan. MIS Solutions Inc. is a registered company in Aqaba Special Economic Zone (ASEZ).
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